surface, then there is a Riemann surface on which the algebra really lives in the sense that it weakly distinguishes points on this surface and the surface is the largest one to which the algebra can be extended with this separation property. This is generalized to cover the case of a surface with border. We then show that if W is the proper Riemann surface for an algebra A of analytic functions and K a compact subset of W then the homomorphisms of A into the complex numbers which are bounded by the maximum of the functions on K are all obtained by evaluations at points of W which are either in K or in a compact component of the complement of K. This result (Theorem 1) and a generalization (Theorem 2) to enable us to handle the case of a bordered surface then lead to our result on "removability" given by Theorem 3.
In proving Theorem 1 considerable use is made of what are here called analytic characters on an algebra. These are analyzed in some detail in Section 4 and used to associate bounded homomorphisms with points on a Riemann surface. The ideas used here were first used by Wermer [7] in proving that, under certain conditions, an algebra of analytic functions on the unit circumference could be extended to a finite Riemann surface bounded by the unit circumference. This theorem of Wermer's was the origin of my investigations, and Theorems 1 and 2 of this paper can be considered to be generalizations of Wermer's theorem. In Section 7 we derive Wermer's theorem as a consequence of Theorem 2.
Errett Bishop [1] has also generalized the work of Wermer, and his Theorem 2 has virtually the same content as Theorem 1 here. His method of proof differs from that used here in that he considers the maximal ideal space of an algebra and introduces an analytic structure into it, whereas here we construct the proper Riemann surface for an algebra and then show that the maximal ideal space of the algebra can be represented on this surface. Both methods of proof, however, rely in some form on Wermer's ideas.
Algebras and their representations
It will be convenient to consider algebras of analytic functions not only on connected Riemann surfaces but also on not necessarily connected Riemann surfaces. In accordance with the usual terminology, we shall use the term "Riemann surface" to mean a connected Riemann surface, unless otherwise specified. If A is an algebra of analytic functions on a not necessarily connected Riemann surface, then we say that points p and q of the surface are weakly separated by A if there are functions / and g in A such that there are neighborhoods of p and q in which / has only isolated zeros and g//assumes different values at p and q. separates p from q, then they are both zero at both p and q and so some linear combination of them will have a simple zero at both p and q. Let g//be this linear combination. Let h be a function with different orders at p and q, and let n be the smaller order. Then h/n]g n separates p from q, and the lemma is proved.
Let R be a (not necessarily connected) Riemann surface and ~ a homomorphism of an algebra A onto a subalgebra A" of the analytic functions on R. We call ~ a representation of A on R if for each component of R there is an/"EA ~ which is not constant on that component. When speaking of an algebra A we always assume that it is an algebra with unit over the complex field and that it has at least one representation. This is always the case if A is an algebra of analytic functions on a Riemann surface, for the identity homo- Proo/. The "only if" statement is trivial. Let us suppose that/e and/~ have the same ~rder for each lEA. Let / and g be elements of A such that the order of/e/g, is positive and is the smallest positive order at 0 among all elements in the field of quotients of A ~ Then ]~/g" has the same order and it also is minimal for the field of quotients of A ". Replacing and ~ by locally equivalent representations we may assume that ]q]ge =/,/g,= ~n and that ~he representations are on the disk U = {~: I$[< 1). Thus for each h in A the function h ~ can be expanded in U in a power series in ~. Since n is the minimal positive order in the :field of quotients of A e and since ~ is in this field of quotients, it follows that this power series contains only terms in powers of ~, i.e. hq=~oa~ ~. Similarly, h"=~y=o b~ ~.
Let P(~L) = ~.~=0 aft L~. Then P is the unique polynomial of order N such that h e _p (f~/gO) has order greater than N at 0. But this implies that h" -P(/~'/il ~) has order greater than N ~t 0, whence a~=b~. Thus h~ e, and the representations are locally equivalent. Proo/. Let / and g be elements of A such that g"//~ has the smallest positive order at p. Then we can choose a uniformizing variable z at p which maps a neighborhood U of p onto IzI <1 and such that g~ =z n. Now for each hEA, the function h ~ can be expanded in U in a convergent power series in z. Since n is the minimal positive order at p in the field of quotients of A" and since z ~ is in this field of quotients, it follows that only powers of z n occur in this expansion, i.e. h"=~. avz ~.
In the circle [~l <1 define h e by h~(~)=~ a~ ~. Then h--->h ~ is a representation of A and gq//~ =~. Thus ~ is primitive at 0, and the mapping yJ on U defined by ~ =z ~ has the desired properties.
The orders at p of functions in the field of quotients of A" form an additive subgroup of the integers, and hence consist of all integral multiples of n, the smallest positive element. If ~ and yJ are any representation and mapping satisfying the conditions of the ]emma, we have the order of/Q at 0 equal to 1/N times the order of F at p where N is the order of W at p. Since ~ is primitive at 0, we have N =n, and the order of/~ at 0 is determined by p and a. Thus any two representations Q satisfying the lemma are locally equivalent by Lemma 5.
By a local representation of A we mean an equivalence class of representations of A which are locally equivalent at 0. If a is a representation of A on R and p is a point of R, let ~o be a one-to-one analytic map of a neighborhood U of p into the complex plane so that ~(p)=0. Define a representation ~ on ~0[U] by/~ =/"o~o -1. Then for different choices of ~ we obtain representations locally equivalent to ~, and so the local representation to which ~ belongs is uniquely determined by p (and ~). We call this local representation the local representation at p.
We say that a local representation is primitive if one (and hence all) of the representations belonging to it is primitive at 0. Denote by Rep A the set of all primitive local representations of A. For pERep A let ~ be a representation belonging to p and / and g such that/q/gq has order one at 0. Let U be a neighborhood of 0 on which A q is defined and on which ]q/gq is univalent. Let V be the set consisting of the local representations at points of U. Since/~/gq is univalent in U, ~ is primitive at each q in U, and so Vc Rep A. The collection of all such V forms a base for a Hausdorff topology on Rep A. Since/q/gq is univalent on U, A e weakly separates points of U. Thus by Lemmas 4 and 5 the local repre-sentations at different points of U are different. Thus the points of U are in one-to-one correspondence with the points of V, and this correspondence is readily seen to be a homeomorphism. Since these homeomorphisms for overlapping V's are related by conformal mappings, we have defined a one-dimensional complex analytic structure for Rep A, and 
I/(~ is any representation o/A on a (not necessarily connected) Riemann sur]ace R, there is a unique analytic map ~ o/ R onto an open set OcRep A such that/~=[ov. The map is one-to-one i/ and only i/ A ~ is weakly separating on R.
Proo/. To see that ~ separates weakly on Rep A, we note that z~ is primitive at any pair <p, q> of points in Rep A. Since p and q are different local representations of A and are each the same as the local representation at themselves, it follows from Lemmas 4 and 5 that ~ weakly separates p from q.
If a is a representation of A on a Riemann surface R, define a mapping ~ of R into Rep A by letting ~(p) be the primitive local representation associated with the local repre.
sentation at p as in Lemma 6. The continuity of ~ follows from the definition of the topology in Rep A, and we have ]" =[o~. Hence T is analytic. The uniqueness of ~ follows from the fact that any T with the property that /"=lot must take each p in R into the unique primitive local representation associated with the local representation at p. The last statement follows from Lemma 3.
As a corollary we establish the following lemma which we will find useful later. Proo/. Let p and q be two points of K (not necessarily different) which are not weakly separated by A. Let / be an element in the field of quotients of A which has smallest positive order at p. Since A does not separate p and q, / also has the smallest positive order possible at q. Choose uniformizing variables Sp and ~q so that in the neighborhoods vo={l$ol< 'm} the function / has the form ~ and $~, respectively. Now Sp (or ~q) maps each arc of K emanating from p (or q) onto an analytic arc going from the origin to the circumference I~] =e. Since these arcs are analytic, any two of them either coincide or have only a finite number of points in common. Thus we may take e so small that two such arcs which do not coincide have only ~ = 0 in common. We may also take e so small that/' does not vanish at any point of U, or Uq except possibly at p or q. Let g be any function in A.
By the argument used in the proof of Lemmas 5 and 6, we see that in a sufficiently small neighborhood about p and q (depending on g) the function g can be expanded in a power series in/. If J1 and J~ are two analytic arcs of K in Up and Uq, we may express g on each of them as analytic functions gl and g2 of/, since/' =4:0 on J1 and J2. Near p and q, i.e. By the compactness of K • K we can select a finite number of these neighborhoods which cover K • K. The algebra A 0 generated by the functions/~q corresponding to this finite covering is the desired algebra.
It should be noted that the hypothesis that K is a finite union of analytic arcs cannot be weakened to the assumption that K is a differentiable Jordan arc. For if K is that arc in ] z I ~< 1 defined by y = x ~ sin (l/x) for x @0, y = 0 at x = 0, and if A is the algebra of all functions analytic on K each of which has in some neighborhood of z = 0 a power series expansion in even powers of z, then A separates on K, but no finitely generated subalgebra does.
PROPOSITION 4. Let W U F be a bordered Riemann sur/ace with compact border 1", and let A be an algebra o/ analytic /unctions on W U 1". Then there is an analytic map T o/ W U 1" into a Riemann sur/ace W' and an algebra A' o/analytic/unctions on a connected compact set containing T[1"] such that a finitely generated subalgebra o/A' is proper/or W' and such that on F each/EA is o/the/orm got where gEA'.
Proo/. We may suppose W U F embedded in some larger Riemann surface (say the double of W) so that each / in A is analytic in some neighborhood of W U 1", the neighborhood depending on/. If F is not connected, we may join the components of F by analytic arcs lying in W. Let K be the union of 1" and these arcs, and choose a finitely generated subalgebra A o of A as in Proposition 3. Since A 0 is finitely generated, there is a Riemann 
Some topological properties of l~emann surfaces
In this section we discuss some of the topological properties of compact subsets of a Riemann surface. The following lemma is standard and we omit the proof: To prove that K* is compact, we may, by Lemma 11, choose an open set 0 ~ K such that 0 is compact and whose boundary F is a finite number of piecewise analytic curves.
Since each boundary curve of 0 divides W into at most two parts, W,~F can have at most a finite number of components. Thus F* is compact, since it is a closed set which is the union of a finite number of sets each with compact closure. But now F*= 0*m K*, and K* is a closed subset of the compact set F*. Thus K* is compact, proving the lemma. Proo/. By Lemma 11 there is an open subset O of U which contains K and whose boundary F consists of a finite number of piecewise analytic curves. Since F*~ K, and ~F*c Fc O, we may replace K by F*, and it suffices to prove the lemma for the case that K is bounded by a finite number of piecewise analytic curves.
If p and q are any two distinct points of K, we must show v/(p) ~=v(q). By enlarging K slightly, we may assume that neither p nor q is on the boundary of K, and by reducing U we may assume that neither p nor q is in U.
If the boundary F of K has more than one component, let F1 be one component and set F~ = F ~ I~1. Since U is connected we may connect F 1 to F~ by a piecewise analytic arc lying in U~F. By "thickening" this arc we can find the image R of a rectangle such that one end of R lies on F1, and one end on F~ with the remainder of R lying in U ~ F. Since this remainder of R is a connected set not meeting ~K, it lies entirely in the interior of K or entirely in the complement of K. In the first case replace K by K N R and in the second by K U •. Then we have a new compact set with boundary in U, containing p and q in its interior, and having one less boundary component. Continuing in this manner, we see that it suffices to consider the case that K is bounded by a simple closed piecewise analytic curve l ~.
Since ~o is one-to-one on U, yJ [F] is also a simple closed curve on W 2 and so divides Assume now that ~ is a linear functional satisfying (1) and (2) and that x~, y~, and / are chosen satisfying (2). Since P (2) Let g and h be any two elements of A. By property (1) with x 0 =g and Y0 =h, we have
Even mappings and finlte-sheeted Riemann surfaces

Algebras and their characters
q~(gh ) = ~ ~p(gYk) q~(xk h ).
Replacing g by x~ g and h by hyj, we have
~(x~ g hy~) = ~ qJ(x~ gYk) q~(xk hyj).
Thus the mapping T which takes each g in A into the matrix [q)(x~gy~)] is a homomorphism of A into the algebra of n • n matrices. By (2) the matrix T(/) has n distinct eigenvalues, and so there is a nonsingular matrix F such that F T(/)F -1 is diagonal. 
and we see that ~ is a character of order at most n. Since q~(x~y~) =~u, property (1) cannot hold with n replaced by any smaller number. Thus ~ is a character of order n, proving the proposition.
Since the elements on the diagonal of T(g) are the roots of P (2) (1) z ( Thus the proposition will be established if we can show that each g" is analytic on R' and admits an analytic continuation to R and that ~ is analytic on R' and has a meromorphic extension to R.
PROPOSITIO~ 6. Let q~ be an analytic character o~ order n on the domain D in the complex plane. Then there is a (not necessarily connected) n-sheeted Riemann sur/ace (R, z) lying over D, a meromorphic /unction :( on R which is not identically zero on any component o/ R, and a homomorphism (~ o/ A onto an algebra o~ analytic/unctions on R such that/or each g E A ~(g) = 7 ~(p)g~
Since R' is an unbranched n-sheeted covering of D ~ E, that part of R' which lies over a disk U in D,~ E consists of n components U~ each of which is mapped conformally onto U by z. Let z~ -1 be the inverse of z restricted to Uo and set/i=]~ 1, ~=~oz~ 1. Then
~(C)/~(C) = ~(f).
Taking v =0, I .... , n -l, this is a system of n linear equations for ~(~). The determinant of the system is a van der Monde determinant and equal to I-ii,j (/i-/j). This is an analytic function which does not vanish in U, and since the coefficients and fight hand side of our system are all analytic functions of $, Cramer's rule shows that each ~ is also an analytic function of ~. Hence ~ is analytic on R'.
The same argument applied to the system of equations
where g~ =g%z~ 1, shows that ~g~ is analytic. Since ~r is a character of order n at each point in D ~ E, ~ cannot vanish on R', and so g" is analytic on R'.
Let ~0 be a point of E and take U to be a disk about ~o which is so small that $0 is 
and for v=0 ..... n-1 this gives us as before a system of n equations for the values of
~(p) at the points p where z(p)=~. The determinant of this system is I-L.q (/~(p)-f(q))
which is (when multiplied by a suitable power of the leading coefficient) the discriminant This shows that we can extend the homomorphism g-->g~ to be a homomorphism of A onto an algebra of analytic functions on R.
A(~) of P~(t). Thus A($) is analytic at $0, and Aoz is analytic at the points of R lying over $0. Cramer's rule shows that in V' =z-l[U '] we have A(z(p))(x(p)
The uniqueness of (R, z, ]~ follows from Lemma 17, and since ~ and g~ are defined by equations (2) and (1), the homomorphism ~ is also unique.
In general the image A ~ of the homomorphism ~ given in the preceding proposition need not contain the projection z of R onto D, i.e. there may not be an element g in A such that g~ =z. The following lemma gives a criterion for this to be the ease. 
(p) g~(p) = %.(~(g/) = z(p)fp(/1) = z(p) ~(p).
Thus g" = z on R', and hence also on R by continuity.
The homomorphism ~ of Proposition 6 need not be a representation, since A" may contain only constants on some component of R. The following lemma shows that if z EA ", then A" is a representation and separates weakly on R.
Lv.MMA 22. The homomorphism (~ given by Proposition 6 is a representation o/ A on R i/there is a g in A with g~ =z. In this case the algebra A ~ is weakly separating on R.
Proo/. If g" =z, then g" is constant on no component of R, and e is a representation.
Let ] and R' be as in the proof of Proposition 6. Then if p and q are two points of R', g~ separates them if z(p) =Fz(q) and/" separates them if z(p) =z(q). Hence A" separates on R'
and hence separates weakly on R by Lemma 7. The lemma follows by contraposition. intersects the real axis in an interval and our hypotheses are unchanged if we take D O = /IV1/. Then the conclusion of the proposition is true for i =0 if we take 00 = V 1 and ~0~-0.
PROPOSITION 7..Let IP be an analytic character on D and / an element in A such that tP(/g)=~qP(g) /or all g in A. Then there is an open set OcRep A which is mapped evenly onto D by ] and a meromorphic /unction ~ de/ined in 0 such that
We prove the proposition by induction on i, and hence assume the conclusion for i =v-1, and will show that this implies the conclusion for i =r. is p~. Thus either q=p~ or q60~_ 1. In the latter case we can join q to some p~ by an are along which / is real by our induction hypothesis. This completes the proof of the proposition.
The bounded homomorphisms of A
Let A be a proper algebra of analytic functions on the Riemann surface W, and K a compact set in W. We define the K-norm ]]gHK of an element g in A by
Ilgll =supKIgl 9
This is clearly a multiplicative norm for A. We say that a linear functional ~ on A is Kbounded if it is bounded in the K-norm, i.e. if for some c, [
For each p in W, the map g-->g(p) is a homomorphism of A into the complex numbers, and we call this homomorphism the evaluation at p. If the evaluation at p is K-bounded we say that A is K-bounded at p, and say that A is K-bounded on a set E if A is K-bounded at each point of E. The set H consisting of all p on W for which A is K-bounded is called the hull of K. The purpose of this section is to characterize the hull of K and the K-bounded homomorphisms of A. 
in U' and hence also in U.
Repeating this process for each i from 1 to n we obtain neighborhoods U~ of ~ which are one-to-one images by ] of neighborhoods V~ of p~ such that each ~ is analytic in the region A~, where A~ =A~ U Ul U U~+I, i = 1 ..... n-1, A n =An U Un, and A 0 = U 1. Moreover, the difference ~0~-~-1 is given by (5) Since 0i is open and Z is dense in W, ~q~ = ()~, and O~ has compact closure. Consequently, S is contained in the union of K and the components of W,,~K with compact closure, i.e. in K*.
Since S is dense in the interior H ~ of the hull H of K, we have HOc K*. Since each K-bounded homomorphism 7~ not an evaluation on K is evaluation at some point of H ~ we see that each K-bounded homomorphism ~ is evaluation at some point of K*. This proves statement (ii) of the theorem for the case that K is the union of a finite collection of analytic arcs.
To establish this statement for an arbitrary compact set K, we note that, if F is a finite union of analytic arcs and bounds a relatively compact open set containing K, then each K-bounded homomorphism ~ must also be F-bounded. Thus n is evaluation at some point of F*, the union of F and the compact components of W-~F. Since K*= N F* for all such choices of F, we have n EK*, and statement (ii) holds for an arbitrary compact set K.
Since K* is compact and has boundary contained in K, the algebra A is K-bounded on K* and K*c H. On the other hand, evaluation at a point of H is a K-bounded homomorphism and so must be equal to evaluation at some point of K*. Thus H contains in addition to K* only the set
Since A is clearly contained in H, we have H =A U K*. To see that A is isolated, we note that if p E A were the limit of a sequence <Pn> in A, the points q= E K* would have a cluster point qEK*. But by Lemma 1, p and q have neighborhoods U and V such that A separates each point of U from each point of V except q.
The preceding argument also shows that the set of pfiK* for which there is a qfiK* with/(p) =/(q) for all f in A is a finite set. Thus, with a finite number of exceptions, a K-homomorphism g is evaluation at a unique point in K*. If ~ is the representation in statement (iii), then evaluation at each ~ED is a K-bounded homomorphism. Hence, except for those ~ corresponding to the exceptional homomorphisms, there is a unique point yJ(~) in K* where evaluation is the same as at $. Thus ~ is defined on a dense subset of D and ~/=/o~ for each / in A. Let <~> be a sequence in the domain of ~ which converges to $0 in D. Then <v2(~=)> has a cluster point in K*, since K* is compact. If it had two cluster points p and q, there would be / and g in A with//g taking different values at p and q.
But this is impossible since (t/g) (9($,)) =e/(~,)/eg(~) +e/($)/Qe(~).
Thus it is possible to extend ~ to all of D such that Q/=/o~v. The above argument shows that yJ is continuous, and since it carries analytic functions into analytic functions, it must be analytic. 
Applications to algebras of bounded analytic functions on a Riemann surface
In this section we consider some applications of the preceding theorems to a class of Riemann surfaces. We begin by considering an example due to P. J. Myrberg [4] . Somewhat similar observations had previously been made by tI. L. Selberg [6] .
Let (an) be a sequence of points in 0 < [ z [ < 1 with lima n = 0, and let W be the twosheeted Riemann surface over 0 < [z] < 1 which has the points an as branch points. Then every bounded analytic function on W takes the same values on the two sheets of W.
For the square of the difference of the values on the two sheets is a bounded analytic function of z in 0 <lz[ < 1, and hence also in [z[ < 1. Since this function vanishes at the points a n it must vanish identically.
In this example we see that each bounded analytic function on W is the composition got of an analytic function in the disk [z] < 1 and the projection T of W into the z-plane.
Heins [2] has generalized this result to showing that, if W is a parabolic Riemann surface with precisely one ideal boundary component, then some end ~ of W can be mapped onto 0 <[z] < 1 by an analytic function T so that each bounded analytic function / on ~ is of the form got where g is a bounded analytic function in the disk I z] < 1.
Actually, a result of this nature holds under much weaker assumptions on W. Let (W, F) be a bordered Riemann surface with compact border F. Then W is said to satisfy the AB-maximum principle if every bounded analytic function on W tJ F assumes its maximum on 1 ~. Then the following theorem asserts that there is an analytic mapping T of W U F into a compact subset C of some Riemann surface such that every bounded analytic function / on W U F is the composition got of T with some function g defined and analytic in a neighborhood of C. The theorem is slightly more general than this in that it establishes the corresponding conclusion for functions in any algebra of analytic functions on W (3 F which assume their maxima on F. For many applications in function theory, one would like to know that the mapping in Theorem 3 has bounded valence. Examples show, however, that ~ may have infinite valence even fbr A the algebra of all bounded analytic functions on a surface with the AB-maximum principle. If we assume that W has an absolute AB-maximum principle in the sense that each bordered Riemann surface with compact border contained in W has the AB-maximum principle, then it is possible to assert that ~ has bounded valence, and that the set of W' where the valence of ~ is less than the index of T/F/is a Painlevd null-set. Details are published in [5] .
Wermer's theorem
In [7] Wermer proved the following theorem under the assumption of certain technical hypotheses which we see are unnecessary. Proof. By Proposition 3 there is a finitely generated subalgebra A o which separates weakly on F. Since A o is finitely generated, there is some annulus R on which all the functions of A 0 are analytic. Let (W, A0) be the resolution of (R, Ao) given by Proposition 2.
Since A 0 separates weakly on F, F is mapped into a simple closed piecewise analytic curve It should be noted that the hypothesis of Wermer's theorem could be weakened to requiring only that A separates weakly on F, if we weaken the first alternative to the statement .~ has finite co-dimension in C(F).
